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3D Printing Architecture: Workflows, Applications, and Trends
SpringerBriefs in Architectural Design and Technology

SUTD Author: Carlos Banon and Felix Rospalit

"This book investigates how architectural design advances as a result of the rapid developments in 3D Printing. As this technology becomes more powerful, faster and cheaper, novel workflows are becoming available and revolutionizing all stages of the design process, from early spatial concepts, to subsequent product development, advanced manufacturing processes, and integration into functional buildings."

--- Carlos Banon and Felix Rospalit

Geographies of outdoor play in Dhaka: An explorative study on children’s location preference, usage pattern and accessibility range of play spaces
Children’s Geographies

SUTD Author: Md Rashid Bhuyan

"The preferences for outdoor play and intensity of use of the play spaces were significantly lower among girls compared to boys. The frequency of access to play spaces decreased exponentially with the distance between children’s home and play space (exponent of distance-decay = 0.346 per 100 metre)."

--- Md Rashid Bhuyan

Proceedings of the 26th ACM Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education

SUTD Author: Norman Tiong Seng Lee, Olka Kurniaswati, Kenny Tsu Wei Choo

"We describe how the on-campus final exam for 10.009 The Digital World was replaced with a programming assignment coupled with an online oral exam, due to Covid-19 in 2020. We reflect on our experience and describe how the lessons learnt were applied to a subsequent programming course."

--- Norman Tiong Seng Lee
Switching Spinless and Spinful Topological Phases with Projective PT Symmetry
Physical Review Letters

SUTD Author: Shengyuan A. Yang

Thermal equilibria between conformers enable highly reliable single-fluorophore ratiometric thermometers
Analyst

SUTD Author: Tianruo Shen, Wei Wu, Davin Tan, and Xiaogang Liu

Toward obstacle-specific morphology for a reconfigurable tiling robot
Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Humanized Computing

SUTD Author: S. M. Bhagya P. Samarakoon, M. A. Viraj J. Muthugala and Mohan Rajesh Baza
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